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Human neuroimaging and animal studies have recently implicated the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in memory schema,
particularly in facilitating new encoding by existing schemas. In humans, the most conspicuous memory disorder following vmPFC
damage is confabulation; strategic retrieval models suggest that aberrant schema activation or reinstatement plays a role in confabula-
tion. This raises the possibility that beyond its role in schema-supported memory encoding, the vmPFC is also implicated in schema
reinstatement itself. If that is the case, vmPFC lesions should lead to impaired schema-based operations, even on tasks that do not involve
memory acquisition. To test this prediction, ten patients with vmPFC damage, four with present or prior confabulation, and a group of
twelve matched healthy controls made speeded yes/no decisions as to whether words were closely related to a schema (a visit to the
doctor). Ten minutes later, they repeated the task for a new schema (going to bed) with some words related to the first schema included
as lures. Last, they rated the degree to which stimuli were related to the second schema. All four vmPFC patients with present or prior
confabulation were impaired in rejecting lures and in classifying stimulus belongingness to the schema, even when they were not lures.
Nonconfabulating patients performed comparably to healthy adults with high accuracy, comparable reaction times, and similar ratings.
These results show for the first time that damage to the human vmPFC, when associated with confabulation, leads to deficient schema
reinstatement, which is likely a prerequisite for schema-mediated memory integration.
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Introduction
The ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) is implicated in
schema-supported memory acquisition, retention, and retrieval
in rats (Tse et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) and humans (Kumaran
et al., 2009; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; van Kesteren et al.,
2010). “Schemas” are defined here as adaptable associative net-
works of knowledge extracted over multiple similar experiences
(Ghosh and Gilboa, 2014). Among their functions, schemas pro-
vide organizing structures that influence memory formation and
retrieval (Piaget, 1926; Bartlett, 1932; Carmichael et al., 1932;
Craik and Lockhart, 1972). Evidence for human vmPFC involve-
ment in schema functions rests primarily on neuroimaging and
has always focused on schema’s effect on subsequent memory
tests. A prerequisite for schema-related memory enhancement,
however, is that the schema itself is engaged appropriately during
processing of novel information. Whether and under what con-
ditions the vmPFC critically supports basic schema engagement
is unknown. If it is critically involved, vmPFC lesions should

significantly impair schema-based operations even when mem-
ory is not being tested.

The primary memory disorder associated with vmPFC lesions
is confabulation, a disorder characterized by erroneous memo-
ries without awareness of their falsehood (Korsakoff, 1889; Mos-
covitch, 1989). Confabulation may arise from strategic retrieval
deficits (Moscovitch, 1989; Burgess and Shallice, 1996; Mosco-
vitch and Melo, 1997). By this view, schemas guide memory
search by activating relevant cues (Burgess and Shallice, 1996).
Moreover, once memories are recovered, monitoring the output
depends on its consistency with search schemas (Gilboa, 2004, 2010;
Gilboa et al., 2006). Thus, the new evidence implicating the vmPFC
in schema functions echoes earlier confabulation models proposing
aberrant schema-driven reconstructive processes and suggests a
tight relationship between confabulation, vmPFC, and schema.

Experimental paradigms demonstrating vmPFC involvement
in schema-facilitated acquisition and retention of new memory
always require rapid instantiation of schemas. This raises the pos-
sibility that vmPFC is critical not only for schema support of new
memory, but for core schema representation and instantiation.
We predicted that vmPFC patients who confabulate would have
difficulty instantiating task-relevant schemas, and would rely on
inappropriately activated schemas, even when memory acquisi-
tion was not required. For instance, when visiting the doctor,
confabulating patients may activate irrelevant schemas, such as
getting ready for bed, leading them to include irrelevant activities,
such as looking for materials to brush their teeth.
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To determine whether the human vmPFC is necessary for
instantiating appropriate schemas, regardless of memory de-
mands, we tested whether vmPFC patients can identify the be-
longingness of concepts to pre-existing schemas (e.g., “syringe” is
relevant to “visiting the doctor” but “toothpaste” is not), and
whether a recently activated, but no longer relevant schema, in-
fluences performance. Importantly, the task did not tax episodic
memory processes, and thus was not confounded by encoding or
retrieval deficits. The paradigm required only on-line processing
and reliance on long-term schema representations. We also
tested whether schema instantiation deficits are specifically asso-
ciated with confabulation or whether they also arise in noncon-
fabulating vmPFC patients, because the two groups have
different patterns of deficits on other tests (Gilboa et al., 2006).

Materials and Methods
Participants
Patients. Ten patients (6 male, 4 female) with lesions to the vmPFC were
tested. All patients had acquired brain damage following rupture of an
anterior communicating artery (ACoA) aneurysm. The patients were
recruited from the Baycrest Hospital Psychology Department, the Rot-
man Research Institute’s patient registry, and the Toronto Rehabilitation
Institute (TRI) Acquired Brain Injury Neurorehabilitation Program; all
research procedures were approved by the institutes’ Research Ethics
Boards. Note that the patient sample was recruited solely based on lesion
location and etiology. All ACoA aneurysm rupture patients who came
through TRI were targeted for recruitment, as well as all individuals who
were part of the research patient registry at Baycrest Hospital who could
be contacted. Presence of confabulation was assessed after study enroll-
ment. Only one patient, CP4, was contacted based on not only lesion
location and etiology, but also for known tendency to confabulate when
tested for a previous study, as reported by Gilboa et al. (2006), where this
patient was identified as “SH.” Patients reported to confabulate based on
their clinical files and qualitative reports from family members and clin-

ical staff are denoted as CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4. Note that CP3 was
deemed by family members to have a confabulation history, but was no
longer confabulating at the time of study. Nonconfabulating patients are
denoted as P1–P6.

Table 1 presents demographic information of the three groups. A
Kruskal–Wallis H test was performed to establish whether the groups
differed in terms of demographic variables. Age did not differ signifi-
cantly across the groups (H(2), p � 0.761), nor did years of education
(H(2), p � 0.295), or in the case of the patient groups, the months since
aneurysm rupture (H(1), p � 0.657). Full Scale Intelligence Quotient
(FSIQ) as measured by the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (Wechsler,
2001) was not matched (H(2), p � 0.023).

Table 2 presents the patients’ performance on a battery of neuropsy-
chological tests. Patients demonstrated significant deficits in memory
and executive functions. To explore possible differences between confab-
ulating patients and nonconfabulating ACoA patients on general execu-
tive and memory functioning, a “composite executive score” and a
“composite memory score” were computed for each patient (Fig. 1). The
former was the average Z-score on verbal fluency, Trail Making Task
(TMT) B:A ratio, digit span backwards, and Stroop interference. The
memory score was the average Z-score on delayed recall on the Rey-
Osterrieth Complex Figure, California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT-II)
immediate free recall, and CVLT-II long delayed free recall. Confabulat-
ing patients, except for CP2, were in the lower range in terms of executive
functioning, consistent with previous findings on the association be-
tween executive function and confabulation (Kapur and Coughlan,
1980). Memory scores were comparable across the two patient groups,
with the exception of P4 who demonstrated superior memory relative to
the other patients, and CP1 and P9 who had average memory scores.

Patients with current or prior confabulation. CP1 had begun to confab-
ulate immediately following his aneurysm’s rupture. CP1 had a history of
severe chronic headaches resulting in morphine dependence that was
treated with methadone. Additionally, he was taking antidepressant
medication but was not depressed at the time of testing.

Table 1. Group demographic information

Gender Hand Age (years) Education (years) Estimated FSIQ Chronicity (months)
Spontaneous confabulation status at time of test-
ing based on clinical observation/family interview

Confab (N � 4)
CP1 M R 43 12 86 3 Florid daily confabulations. Grossly erroneous

memories. Acts upon confabulations; e.g.
claimed to have bought a car, looking for it in
hospital parking lot

CP2 M R 54 17 99 31 Daily confabulations. Mostly mild distortions, but
at times severe. Acts upon confabulations; e.g.
described recent US trips that never occurred

CP3 M R 39 12 91 1.5 Very mild at test. History of significant confabula-
tion. Questionable if ever acted on confabula-
tions; e.g. claimed was laid off work for failing
to fax a paper

CP4 M R 67 14 107 100 Mild confabulations; occurs every few days, but
lacks opportunity because of limited social
interaction; e.g. recalled trips to Brazil and
Japan (never happened)

Avg (SD) 4M 4R 50.75 (12.55) 13.75 (2.36) 95.75 (9.21) 33.88 (46.12)
ACoA (N � 6)

P1 M L 43 12 116 39 NA
P2 F R 59 13 105 1.5 NA
P3 F R 61 15 114 53 NA
P4 F R 56 15 114 46 NA
P5 F R 56 14 91 57 NA
P6 M R 53 13 99 10 NA
Avg (SD) 2M/4F 5R/1L 54.67 (6.34) 13.83 (1.33) 106.50 (10.02) 34.41 (23.20)

Controls (N � 12)
Avg (SD) 6M/6F 11R/1L 53.17 (7.71) 14.75 (1.22) 112.33 (4.34) NA

FSIQ was calculated according to Wechsler (2001).
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CP2 was taking medication to treat hypertension. CP2’s brother re-
ported that the family first noticed his confabulations �6 months follow-
ing his aneurysm’s rupture. CP2 still demonstrated confabulation at
testing.

CP3 was taking Dilantin, an anti-epileptic drug, and medication to
treat hypertension. At the time of testing, his affect was labile, frequently
fluctuating between laughing and crying. Based on his clinical file and
reports from his spouse, it was determined that CP3 had begun to con-
fabulate immediately following his recent aneurysm and that he demon-
strated only mild confabulation, if any, at the time of testing.

CP4 was specifically approached because of his documented history of
confabulation (Gilboa et al., 2006) to increase the number of confabu-
lating patients in the study, unlike other patients in the study who repre-
sent an exhaustive recruitment effort from Baycrest and TRI, using our
exclusion criteria. Since he last participated in research, CP4 had one
additional major medical incident in 2012 where he was found uncon-
scious alone in his apartment. A suspected diagnosis of acute petrous
apicitis was noted in his medical form. Additional cerebrovascular or
other neurological accidents were ruled out. At the time of the current
testing, CP4 was residing in a long-term care facility and was still confab-
ulating. He was not taking any medication.

There are several different sets of criteria and classifications that have
been proposed for confabulation (Berlyne, 1972; Kopelman, 1987;
Schnider et al., 1996; Burgess and McNeil, 1999). Each of the four pa-
tients with present or former confabulation met several of these sets of
criteria. For instance, CP1 and CP2 and possibly CP4 could be regarded

as spontaneous behavioral confabulators as defined by Schnider et al.
(1996) because of their frequent tendency to act based on erroneous
memories. All four of these patients could also have been considered
spontaneous confabulators (at testing, or formerly in the case of CP3) as
defined by Kopelman (1987), because they confabulated without any
apparent prompting (a definition that is broader than that of Schnider et
al. (1996), and encompasses both behavioral and verbal confabulations).

Although all four patients presently, or formerly, confabulated
floridly and spontaneously, and some of their confabulations were
highly improbable given the situation, the content of their confabu-
lation was not bizarre or fantastic as defined by Berlyne (1972). Some
of CP2’s confabulations could be characterized as being driven by
habits or schematic generic representation of the self (Burgess and
McNeil, 1999), as he would describe in conversation having recently
encountered a problem at work which had in fact not occurred (as he
was no longer working by the time of testing), but which was similar
to the types of problems that would have arisen when he had been
employed.

Finally, as shown in the Modified Crovitz cue-word test section, at the
time of testing these four patients varied greatly in terms of their scores
on erroneous details in response to an experimental measure of provoked
confabulation. CP1 demonstrated an extremely high score. CP2 and CP4
also had high scores, although not as extreme as that of CP1. CP3, the
former confabulator, had a rather low incidence of erroneous details on
this measure, which supports the qualitative report that he had a history
of confabulations, rather than current confabulation. Erroneous details

Table 2. Patient standard scores (Z-scores) on neuropsychological tests

Test CP1 CP2 CP3 CP4 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Norm reference

Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure (Fastenau et al., 1999)
Copy 0.70 0.29 0.37 — 0.05 0.86 �1.17 0.63 0.95 0.84
Immediate recall �0.71 *�2.54 *�2.06 �0.81a *�2.73 �1.16 �1.46 1.31 �0.99 1.14
Delayed recall �0.31 *�2.46 �1.96 — *�2.64 �0.89 �1.17 1.24 �0.97 1.32

California Verbal Learning Test (Delis et al., 1988)
List A trials 1–5, free recall �0.4 *�2.3 *�2.3 �1.7 *�2.7 *�2.5 �1.6 1.1 *�2.8 �0.6
List B, free recall �0.5 �1.5 �0.5 �1.5 �1.5 �1.0 �1.5 �1.0 �1.5 �2.0
List A, short delay free recall �1.5 *�3.0 *�3.0 *�2.5 *�3.0 *�3.5 *�3.0 0.5 *�3.5 0.0
List A, short delay cued recall �1.0 �1.5 *�3.0 *�3.0 *�4.0 *�4.0 *�3.5 0.5 *�2.5 0.0
List A, long delay free recall �1.0 *�2.5 *�3.0 *�2.5 *�3.5 *�4.0 *�3.0 1.5 *�4.0 0.0
List A, long delay cued recall �1.0 *�3.0 *�2.5 *�2.5 *�3.5 *�3.5 *�3.5 0.5 *�3.5 �1.0
Free recall intrusions *4.0 �1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 �1.0 1.5 �0.5
Cued recall intrusions *5.0 *2.5 0.5 �0.5 *5.0 *2.5 *4.0 �0.5 1.5 1.0
Total Repetitions 0.5 �1.0 �0.5 �1.0 �1.0 �1.0 0.0 �1.0 0.5 �0.5
Yes/No Hits 0 *�2.5 �1.5 �1.0 *-4.0 �1.0 *-3.0 0.5 *�4.0 0.5
Yes/No False Alarms *2.0 *5.0 *2.5 1.5 *4.5 *4.0 *4.0 �0.5 1.0 0.5
Semantic Clustering 0 �0.5 �0.5 �0.5 0.0 0.0 �1.0 �1.5 �0.5 �0.5
Serial Clustering Forward �1.0 0.5 0.0 �0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 *4.5 0.0 0.5
Serial Clustering Bidirectional �1.5 1.0 �0.5 �0.5 0.0 �0.5 0.5 *5.0 0.0 0.0
Subjective Clustering �1.0 0.5 �1.5 0.0 �1.0 1.5 �1.0 *5.0 �1.5 �0.5

Trail making task (Perianez, 2007)
TMT A *4.05 *3.68 �0.51 0.31 0.38 �0.71 �0.45 �0.36 �0.55 *2.46
TMT B *2.88 *3.77 �0.14 0.38 0.40 �0.36 �0.58 �0.32 �0.66 *5.08
B-A *2.12 *2.47 �0.02 0.48 �0.57 �0.04 �0.78 �0.30 �0.83 *4.65
B:A 0.47 0.04 �0.22 0.00 �0.78 0.31 �0.15 0.10 �0.09 1.58
B-A/A 0.47 0.04 �0.22 �0.01 �0.78 0.31 �0.29 0.19 �0.18 1.58

Digit span (Wechsler, 2008)
Forwards �1.29 �0.57 �0.57 �1.15 �0.57 1.15 1.23 1.23 �1.07 *�2.00
Backwards �1.93 �1.2 0.73 �0.38 0.73 0.38 �0.38 1.15 �0.38 �1.20

45 s Stroop (Golden, 1978)
Words �1.5 �1.0 �0.5 �0.8 0.5 �0.4 0.0 0.9 �0.6 �1.7
Colours �0.9 �1.2 �0.5 �0.7 1.3 0.0 *2.7 0.1 �0.7 *�3.2
Colour of Words �0.6 �1.2 1.1 �0.4 1.8 �0.5 1.0 1.5 0.8 *�2.4
Interference 0.2 �0.3 1.4 0.2 0.9 �0.4 �0.2 1.1 1.3 0.2

Verbal fluency (Tombaughetal.,1999)
FAS �1.17 �1.67 �1.07 �1.65 �0.05 0.12 *2.81 1.54 0.03 *�2.65
Animals �0.19 �0.72 �1.38 �0.76 1.48 �0.72 1.38 0.94 �0.54 *�2.57

*Denotes moderate to severe impairment.
aCamden Topographical Memory Recognition test (Warrington, 1996) Z-score.
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on this measure are formally considered provoked (Kopelman, 1987;
Schnider et al., 1996) or momentary (Berlyne, 1972) confabulations, and
are thought to be dissociable from spontaneous confabulation. We did
not rely on these erroneous memories to determine the patients’ con-
fabulatory status. However, many studies have primarily relied on such
measures for identifying confabulation (Moscovitch and Melo, 1997;
Nedjam et al., 2000) or have used them in combination with clinical
observations as criteria for inclusion (Kan et al., 2010). Similar to these
other studies, we consider the frequency and quality of erroneous details
provided in such measures to be indicative of confabulation quality or
floridness, although not diagnostic of it.

Patients without a history of confabulation. P1 could not recall instances
that had occurred a few minutes prior, and thus repeatedly asked the
experimenter for clarification as to where he was and what he was doing.
He had been diagnosed with depression, which was controlled by anti-
depressant medication at the time of testing.

P2 had undergone previous aneurysm ruptures to the middle cerebral
artery and posterior communicating artery a year before the ACoA rup-
ture. Her sister described that since the aneurysm rupture, P2 appeared
to have difficulty creating new memories. She had a history of fibromy-
algia and was taking acetaminophen at the time of testing.

P3’s spouse explained that P3 appears to have intact remote memory,
but will forget recent events, such as what she had eaten for breakfast
earlier that day. She was not taking medication at the time of testing.

P4 has been diagnosed with depression for which she was taking anti-
depressant medication at the time of testing.

P5 was not taking medication at the time of testing.
P6 was taking medication to lower his cholesterol at the time of testing.
Matched control group. Twelve healthy controls were also tested (6

male and 6 female), matched to the patient groups for age, sex, and years
of education (Table 1). These healthy participants were recruited from
the Rotman Research Institute’s healthy volunteer pool. Exclusion crite-
ria for healthy controls included learning English after the age of 6 years
and any diagnosis of neurological disorders, psychiatric disorders, or
systemic disorders (e.g., diabetes, alcoholism).

Behavioral experimental task
There were three parts to the task. The first two parts each consisted of a
schema title (“visit to the doctor” and “going to bed at night”) and
subjects were asked to imagine the scenario. They were then presented
with words on a monitor and asked to decide whether they belonged to

that schema or not. In the third part, participants rated the degree to
which words were associated with the schema that had been tested in
Part 2.

Task stimuli. The experimental stimuli consisted of two stimulus types
in Part 1 (current schema words, irrelevant words) and four stimulus
types in Parts 2 and 3 [current schema words, irrelevant words, previous
schema words (old), previous schema words (new)]. The words were
chosen based on a pilot study. Twenty-two participants completed a
questionnaire in which they were asked to rate the degree to which 300
words were associated with the experience of “a visit to the doctor” on a
scale of 1 (“not at all related”) to 4 (“highly related”). In addition, as part
of this pilot, these same participants rated the degree to which the same
300 words were associated with the experience of “going to bed at night”
on the same scale. Words were considered relevant to “going to bed at
night” or to “going to the doctor” if their mean rating was �2.5 for the
relevant schema and �1.5 for the other schema. This was done to ensure
that the overlap between the schemas was as small as possible.

Task procedure. In Part 1, participants were first asked to close their
eyes for 30 s to imagine the schema for “going to bed at night.” This was
done to activate the schema. They were told: “Think about what it is like
when you go to bed at night. Try to imagine the sequence of events that
occur when getting ready for bed and the environment when you are in
bed.” Participants were next seated at a computer and told that they
would see words appear on the monitor. They were asked to respond
“yes” (left click) if the word that appeared on a given trial was associated
with going to bed, and “no” (right click) if the word that appeared was
not associated with that schema. Stimulus presentation and response
recordings were controlled by E-prime 1.2 (www.pstnet.com).

Words appeared in white in the center of a black screen and were
displayed until participants responded using the mouse. The next word
appeared following a 500 millisecond interstimulus interval. Response
accuracy and response latency were recorded across this part of the task.
A prompt of the question was displayed throughout the task to prevent
participants from forgetting the task instructions (e.g., “Is the following
word closely associated with GOING TO BED AT NIGHT?”). Similarly,
prompts remained on the screen that indicated which mouse click (left or
right) corresponded with a “yes” response, and which corresponded with
“no.” Following Part 1, there was a 10 min break before the administra-
tion of Part 2 of the task, during which nonlinguistic neuropsychological
tests were administered.

Part 2 of the task progressed exactly as in Part 1, except that partici-
pants were told to imagine a new schema: “a visit to the doctor.” They
were instructed to first imagine the schema for 30 s as follows: “Think
about what it is like when you visit the doctor. Try to imagine the envi-
ronment when you are there, the people you encounter, and the sequence
of events that occur.” The behavior required of the participants was the
same as in Part 1, except that participants were required to indicate
whether the words that appeared were associated with this new schema.

Part 3 immediately followed Part 2. In this part of the task, participants
were presented with the same stimuli as in Part 2 and were asked to rate
the degree to which each word was associated with the “doctor” schema.
Again, a prompt of the question was displayed throughout the task (e.g.,
“To what degree is the following word associated with A VISIT TO THE
DOCTOR?”). They were instructed to rate the association on a 4-point
scale, where “1” represented a “high” association, whereas “4” repre-
sented a “weak” association. The value of 1 was selected to represent a
high association, because it is located to the left of the response pad, and
also corresponded well with a “left click” formerly representing “yes” to
the question of association. These ratings were included to measure gra-
dation rather than categorical decisions regarding the relevance of the
words to the patients’ representation of schemas. Ratings were only in-
cluded after Part 2 as this provided an opportunity to measure inclusion
of previous schema words in the schema in question, whereas ratings
following Part 1 would not. Furthermore, requesting ratings following
Part 1 would have doubled the presentation frequency of Part 1 schema
words before performing Part 2.

The study was set up as multiple single case studies, comparing ten
patients with overlapping damage to the vmPFC. Due to the small sample

Figure 1. Patients’ composite Z-scores for memory and executive functioning. Black squares
represent ACoA patients with present or former confabulation. White diamonds represent ACoA
patients without any history of confabulation. Note that for CP4 the Z-score on the Camden
Topographical Recognition test was used in place of the delayed score on the Rey Figure in
computing his composite memory score.
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sizes, the order of schema presentation could not be counter-balanced
across participants.

Modified Crovitz cue-word test
The patients’ history of confabulation was determined based on their
clinical record and was also quantified through a modified Crovitz cue-
word test (Moscovitch and Melo, 1997). This task was administered to all
of the patients. The test measures the number of erroneous details pro-
duced while participants recall either semantic or episodic information
in response to cue words. The test was also used to provide a measure of
the degree of detail of episodic autobiographical memory.

For the modified Crovitz cue-word test, participants were first asked to
describe a personal event of which they were reminded when presented
with each of 12 cue words. In a subsequent condition, they were asked to
describe a historical event that occurred before they were born of which
they were reminded when presented with 12 additional cue words. It is
important to note that the Crovitz cue-word test was only intended to
supplement the clear clinical observations of CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4’s
current or former propensity to confabulate. As with all experimental
measures of confabulation, the memories produced are to some degree
provoked. Note, however, that the quantity and quality of provoked
confabulations produced in response to this kind of direct questioning
tend to be more elaborate and embellished in spontaneous confabula-
tors, as is evident in CP1, CP2, and CP4’s responses. This difficulty in
experimentally measuring spontaneous confabulation was previously

noted (Kopelman, 1987; Schnider et al., 1996; Gilboa et al., 2006; Gilboa
and Verfaellie, 2010).

If the participant did not provide information or gave vague responses,
then the cue word was repeated within a question. For example, if the
word was “angry,” they might be asked, “Can you remember a time when
you or someone you know was angry?” This initial rephrasing was not
considered to be a prompt in later pre/postprompt calculations. If addi-
tional prompts were needed, general, rather than specific, prompting was
used (e.g., “Can you provide any other details?” or “Could you describe a
specific event?”). The nonspecific nature of these questions differs from
the means of administration described by Moscovitch and Melo (1997)
and was implemented to minimize provoked confabulations, on the one
hand, but maximize the probability of obtaining some response, on the
other.

For the measure of autobiographical memory integrity, each response
to cues for personal events was segmented into informational bits or
details. Similarly to Levine et al. (2002), a detail was defined as a unique
occurrence, observation, or thought, typically expressed as a grammati-
cal clause (i.e., a subject and predicate). Additional information in the
clause was scored separately. In cases where participants quoted dialogue
from a specific conversation, all statements said by one individual before
switching speakers were counted collectively as only one detail. The sub-
sequent line said by the next speaker was counted as a detail, and a further
statement said by the first speaker was counted as a new detail, and so on.
Repetitions or editorializations (e.g., “That wasn’t a good idea”) were
removed from scoring. Each remaining detail was identified as either an
“episodic detail” or a “semantic informational bit”. Episodic details were
those that were specific to a particular time and place. Semantic informa-
tional bits pertained to factual information or extended events that do
not require recollection of a specific time and place (e.g., “I used to play
football”).

Confabulation scores were determined by assigning a score of “1” to
each incorrect episodic detail or semantic informational bit. For histor-
ical events, responses were segmented in the same manner as for personal
events. Historical accounts were verified through the Internet. If an ac-
count of an event was corroborated by a source on the Internet, then it
was not considered a confabulation. Personal event accounts were veri-
fied by contacting family members and friends. If these individuals could
not verify or refute a particular event, nor was there a suitable alternative
for verification, then the patients themselves were prompted to rede-
scribe the event in a follow-up session 1 month after the initial testing.
This procedure was used for four events described by CP1, five events

Figure 2. Total erroneous details reported by each patient across the 12 personal (A) and 12 historical (B) cue words of the Crovitz cue-word test. Values above the bars represent the number of
erroneous details in the full response, and values in brackets represent the number of words eliciting erroneous details out of 12. White bars represent the response preprompting, whereas black bars
represent the full response.

Table 3. Number of cues eliciting responses

Personal events Historical events

Responses
preprompting

Responses
including
prompting

Mean no.
prompts/
cue word

Responses
preprompting

Responses
including
prompting

Mean no.
prompts/
cue word

CP1 8 12 1.42 11 12 1.34
CP2 9 12 0.92 11 11 0.58
CP3 4 9 2.33 7 8 1.25
CP4 11 11 1.42 11 11 1.00
P1 10 10 2.17 11 11 1.17
P2 11 11 1.50 10 10 1.33
P3 11 11 1.17 11 11 1.17
P4 12 12 0.08 12 12 0.00
P5 12 12 0.92 12 12 0.58
P6 12 12 0.92 12 12 0.17
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described by P2, seven events described by P4, and three events described
by P6. In all cases, the new account was congruent with the original
information, and thus to err on the side of caution they were not deemed
confabulations.

Confabulations. The four patients deemed to confabulate based on
reports from clinical staff and family, and based on clinical observations
at testing, did include erroneous details in their accounts of personal
events, and in the case of CP1, CP2, and CP4, also in their accounts of
historical events (Fig. 2). In conjunction with CP3’s spouse’s reports, it
appears that his degree of confabulation significantly decreased since the
time of his aneurysm rupture, but he still had occasional spontaneous
confabulations. Also of note, some of the other ACoA patients included a
few erroneous details in their accounts. However, without any evidence
of spontaneous confabulation, they were not included in the confabula-
tion group based on their provoked confabulations in the Crovitz task.
Note that healthy adults also sometimes include a minimal number of
erroneous details on this task (Moscovitch and Melo, 1997). There was
no correlation between number of prompts provided and number of
erroneous details. Table 3 shows the number of cues to which responses
were given before and after prompting. As depicted in Figure 3, prompt-
ing primarily increased the proportion of accurate details that were epi-
sodic, relative to those that were semantic in nature. It is also of note that
contrary to Moscovitch and Melo (1997) where prompting led to signif-
icant increases in both veridical and confabulatory responses, in the cur-
rent study the main increase was in veridical details. This may be related
to the more general, nonspecific, nature of the probe used in the present
investigation.

Lesion overlap
Clinical computed tomography and/or MRI scans were obtained for the
four confabulating patients and six nonconfabulating ACoA patients. A
procedure based on Damasio and Damasio (1989) was used for identify-
ing which frontal lobe regions sustained lesions. However, rather than
the standard Brodmann areas, we used the more refined Petrides and
Pandya (2002) architectonic divisions for the frontal lobes (Stuss et al.,
2002). We identified the specific frontal regions that were damaged in
each patient (Fig. 4) by superimposing their individual scans on a brain
template. Lesions were drawn by V.E.G. and verified by A.G.

When identifying lesions in scans with a surgical clip present, artifacts
produced by the clip make it difficult to observe damaged tissue. In these
cases, if damage was evident directly above and directly below the slices
containing clip artifacts, then it was extrapolated that the lesion also

included the region occupied by the clip. Note that damage in the areas
surrounding the clip was assessed based on the original image slices
directly above and below the clip, where these slices may not be included
in the brain template depicted in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 5 provides an indication of the lesion overlap of CP1, CP2, CP3,
and CP4, as well as a separate indication of the lesion overlap of P1–P6.
The area of overlap for the four patients with present or former confab-
ulation corresponds to the subgenual cingulate cortex (BA24/BA25),
which has previously been hypothesized to be critical for production of con-
fabulation (Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2002; Schnider, 2003; Turner et al.,
2008). Note, however, that lesions to that region also occurred in noncon-
fabulating patients (P1, P4, and P5), suggesting damage to the subgenual
vmPFC may be necessary, but not sufficient, to produce confabulation.

Results
Analyses were conducted as multiple single case studies, where
each ACoA patient was compared with the matched control
group on each of the task measures. Confabulating and noncon-
fabulating patients were not treated as groups in the statistical
measures because such treatment would obscure important indi-
vidual differences among patients.

Reaction time
For all participants, reaction times to particular words were re-
moved from analysis if they exceeded 2.5 SDs above the mean
reaction time for that particular type of stimulus for that individ-
ual. Number of reaction time outliers for a given type of stimuli
for a given participant ranged between 0 and 2. First mean reac-
tion times across the different stimulus types are compared across
participants (Fig. 6). Next, differences in reaction times between
stimulus types are examined for each patient (Fig. 7).

For each case, reaction time responding to each type of stim-
ulus was compared with that of the control group using a modi-
fied t test described by Crawford and Howell (1998), which treats
each individual case as a sample of n � 1. For each stimulus type,
we first assessed whether control group performance followed a
normal distribution by testing for skew and kurtosis. Crawford et
al. (2006) performed simulations for the modified t test under
conditions of skewness and kurtosis, and found that the method

Figure 3. A, Total number of accurate episodic details reported by each patient across the 12 personal event accounts given in the Crovitz cue-word test. B, Total number of accurate semantic
informational bits reported by each patient across the 12 personal event accounts given in the Crovitz cue-word test. White bars represent the response preprompting, whereas black bars represent
the full response.
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remains robust even under extreme cases, leading them to suggest
that when control data are not normally distributed, a more strin-
gent p value (p � 0.02) on a one-tailed t test should be used. This
is the method that we have applied. As in the study by Crawford et
al. (2006), a skew statistic �0.30 or less than �0.30 was consid-

ered moderate to severe skew, and a kur-
tosis value is considered moderate or
severe if it deviates from that of the nor-
mal distribution by �2 (where a normal
distribution has a value of 3).

For all stimulus types except for Part 2
current schema words, there was signifi-
cant positive skew in the control group, so
a threshold of p � 0.02 was used to evalu-
ate significance for reaction time in re-
sponse to these stimulus types. Note that
there was also moderate kurtosis for pre-
vious schema (old) words.

In Parts 1 and 2, CP1, CP2, CP3, and
CP4 had significantly greater reaction
times in responding to current schema
words than did the healthy control group
(Part 1: t(11) � 4.120, p � 0.001; t(11) �
8.855, p � 0.000; t(11) � 7.650, p � 0.000;
t(11) � 14.620, p � 0.000; Part 2: t(11) �
6.960, p � 0.000; t(11) � 11.025, p � 0.000;
t(11) � 9.162, p � 0.000; t(11) � 16.352,
p � 0.000; Fig. 6). CP1, CP2, and CP4 had
significantly longer reaction times in re-
sponding to irrelevant words in Part 1
(t(11) � 5.454, p � 0.000; t(11) � 4.524, p �
0.000; t(11) � 9.408, p � 0.000), and in
Part 2, all four patients with present or
former confabulation differed from the
control group (t(11) � 5.918, p � 0.000;
t(11) � 6.488, p � 0.000; t(11) � 2.468, p �
0.016; t(11) � 12.920, p � 0.000). Addi-
tionally, in Part 2, CP1, CP2, CP3, and
CP4 had significantly longer reaction times
than the control group in responding to
both previous schema words (old: t(11) �
4.032, p � 0.001; t(11) � 9.442, p � 0.000;
t(11) � 6.249, p � 0.000; t(11) � 15.016, p �
0.050; new: t(11) � 3.896, p � 0.001; t(11) �
3.742, p � 0.002; t(11) � 10.496, p � 0.000;
t(11) � 6.368, p � 0.000).

Of the six nonconfabulating ACoA pa-
tients, only P6 differed significantly from the
control group in terms of reaction time on the
tasks, and this was only in response to Part 2
current schema words (t(11) � 2.736, p �
0.010).

Additional comparisons between reac-
tion time measures within a specific case
were conducted using the Revised Stan-
dardized Difference Test (RSDT) by Craw-
ford and Garthwaite (2005). The RSDT
tests whether the standardized difference
between a patient’s score on one measure
and the score on another measure is sig-
nificantly different from the difference be-
tween these measures in a healthy control
group. Differences in reaction time were

compared between the following pairs of stimulus types: Part 2
irrelevant words and previous schema (old) words (Fig. 7A), Part
2 irrelevant words and previous schema (new) words (Fig. 7B),
and previous schema (old) words and previous schema (new)
words (Fig. 7C). Considering the significantly skewed distribu-

Figure 4. Patient frontal lobe brain lesions. Slices are 8 mm apart at z � �30, �22, �14, �6, �2, and �10.
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tion of reaction time in the control group, a significance thresh-
old of p � 0.02 was used for these comparisons.

For patients P1– P6, differences in reaction time across stim-
ulus types were comparable to those of the control group. CP2,
CP3, and CP4 differed significantly from the control group in the
relative difference for them to reject previous schema (old) words
than other irrelevant words (t(11) � 10.128, p � 0.000; t(11) � 8.138,
p � 0.000; t(11) � 13.464, p � 0.000). The reaction time difference to
reject previous schema (new) words versus other irrelevant words
was also significantly greater for CP3 (t(11) � 9.822, p � 0.000) and
CP4 (t(11) � 4.880, p � 0.000) than for the control group.

It is interesting to note that although CP3 and CP4 show some
of the longest response times on the schema task, their processing
speed as measured by TMT A, TMT B, Stroop Words, and Stroop
Colors, is within normal range. CP1 and CP2 are impaired on the
TMT but intact on the 45 s Stroop. Conversely, patient P6, who
has normal reaction times on the schema task, demonstrates im-
paired processing speed on the TMT and on color naming on the
Stroop. Thus, it is unlikely that the deficits on the schema tasks
are attributable to overall processing speed deficits in the confab-
ulating patients.

Three of the confabulating patients (CP2–CP4) also differed
significantly from the control group in terms of the reaction time
difference to reject previous schema words, whether old or new.
For CP3, this was manifested by longer reaction times to reject
previous new, than old, schema words (t(11) � 8.138, p � 0.000).
In contrast, for CP2 and CP4, this was reflected by longer reaction
times to reject previous schema old, than new, words (t(11) �
10.128, p � 0.000; t(11) � 13.464, p � 0.000).

None of the other patients differed significantly from the control
group in terms of reaction time differences across stimulus types.

Accuracy
Figure 8 depicts accuracy of each of the patients compared with
the control group on the task. Accuracy of the control group had
a significant negative skew across all stimulus types, and severe

kurtosis for Part 1 current schema and irrelevant words, as well as
for Part 2 irrelevant words. As a result, the single-subjects one-
tailed t test was used to compare the difference in accuracy of each
case to the control group, using a threshold of p � 0.02 to deter-
mine significance. Upon closer inspection, it was found that there
was an extreme ceiling effect for irrelevant words, such that any
deviation from perfect accuracy deemed a patient as performing
significantly differently from the control group. Specifically, for
Part 1 irrelevant words, 9 of 12 control participants had perfect
accuracy, with the three remaining participants making one to
three errors. For Part 2 irrelevant words, one control participant
made one error, whereas the rest performed with perfect accu-
racy. As a result, even accounting for skew, statistical tests cannot
be conducted to compare patient performance to that of the con-
trol group for this stimulus type. Mean scores of patients making
�3 errors (� 90% accuracy) are reported below.

CP1 performed more poorly than did the control group on
Part 1 irrelevant words (mean accuracy � 63%), Part 2 current
schema words (t(11) � �5.444, p � 0.000), Part 2 irrelevant
words (mean accuracy � 77%), and previous schema (new)
words (t(11) � �3.225, p � 0.000). CP4 had poor accuracy on
current schema (t(11) � �5.604, p � 0.000) and irrelevant words
(mean accuracy � 80%) in Part 1, and on Part 2 current schema
words (t(11) � �8.647, p � 0.000). CP2 and CP3 did not differ
from the control group in terms of accuracy.

P4 had accuracy that was below that of the control group’s on
both current schema (t(11) � �5.124, p � 0.000) and irrelevant
(mean accuracy � 63%) words in Part 1. Note that she did not
differ from control participants in accuracy in responding to the
other types of stimuli. Her relatively poor accuracy on Part 1 then
may reflect that her schema for “going to bed at night”, the first
schema presented, differs significantly from that of the control
participants, as she both included irrelevant words in this schema
and excluded relevant words. No other ACoA control patient
differed from the control group in terms of accuracy.

Figure 5. Patient lesion comparisons. Slices are 8 mm apart at z ��30, �22, �14, �6, �2, and �10. A, Lesion overlap of CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4. Purple indicates regions damaged in only
one patient, blue indicates regions damaged in two patients, green indicates regions damaged in three patients, whereas red indicates overlap in all four patients. B, Lesion overlap of P1–P6. The
color bar indicates the number of patients with damage to a particular area, where purple represents regions damaged in only one patient, blue represents regions damaged in two patients, etc.
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Relation of reaction time to accuracy
As illustrated above, the confabulating patients differed from the
control group on several measures of accuracy and reaction time.
Interestingly, they also appear to have differed from one another.

For instance, although CP3 differed sub-
stantially from the control group in terms
of reaction time, he did perform at an ex-
tremely high level in terms of accuracy;
whereas CP1 performed significantly
worse than the control group in terms of
accuracy across several stimulus types. To
probe these differences, the relationship
between accuracy and reaction time was
examined for previous schema words (old
and new words collapsed together; Fig. 9).
The relationships between reaction time
and accuracy could not be examined for
current schema words and irrelevant
words as there was not an accuracy distri-
bution in the confabulating patients, as
two of them had the same accuracy score
and there are only four patients. Further-
more, the results could not be interpreted
for nonconfabulating ACoA patients ei-
ther, as most performed near ceiling along
with the healthy control group. When re-
sponding to previous schema words in
Part 2, it appears that for the patients
with confabulation, as accuracy increases,
there is an associated increase in reaction
time, indicating that they need more time
to achieve a level of accuracy. Such a rela-
tionship is not evident in the nonconfabu-
lating patients. For CP1, CP2, CP3, and
CP4, however, also associated with the in-
crease in accuracy and reaction time, is a
decrease in total number of erroneous de-
tails on the Crovitz cue-word task (Fig. 2).

Ratings
The participant ratings corroborate the
accuracy findings in that CP1, CP2, and
CP4 had difficulty excluding irrelevant
and/or previous schema words from their
current schema (see analyses below). ACoA
control patients included more irrelevant
words than did the control group, but not
more schema lures. Additionally, the ratings
illustrate that the confabulating patients do
not demonstrate higher false alarms on the
task due to a bias toward responding “yes”,
but rather that their inclusion of irrelevant
and previous schema words falls on an asso-
ciation gradient (Fig. 10).

The average rating of association given
by each patient was compared with that of
the healthy control group using the mod-
ified t test described by Crawford and
Howell (1998). Previous schema words
were collapsed into one category contain-
ing both old and new words, as both sets
of words had been seen in Part 2, meaning
that they can no longer be distinguished in

this manner. Control group ratings distribution of current
schema words had significant skew and kurtosis, and therefore,
the threshold for significance used was p � 0.02. For previous
schema words, the significance threshold was p � 0.05.

Figure 6. Task reaction times. A, depicts reaction time performance of patients with present or former confabulation, whereas
B, depicts reaction time performance of nonconfabulating ACoA patients. An “x” represents mean reaction time of the healthy
control group. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate patients whose reaction time in responding to a certain stimulus type
differed significantly from the control group ( p � 0.02).
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The three currently confabulating patients (CP1, CP2, and
CP4) rated previous schema words as significantly more related
to the current schema than did healthy controls (t(11) � �5.409,
p � 0.000; t(11) � �3.630, p � 0.002; t(11) � �3.985, p � 0.001).
One ACoA control patient, P6, also rated previous schema words
as significantly more related to the current schema than did the
control group (t(11) � �1.850, p � 0.046).

For irrelevant words, there was an extreme ceiling effect, ren-
dering any deviation from perfect performance to be deemed
significantly poorer than the control group. Specifically, 11 of 12
control subjects gave every irrelevant word a rating of “4.” The
remaining participant gave all irrelevant words, save for one a
rating of “4.” As a result, even accounting for skew, statistical tests
cannot be conducted to compare patient performance to that of
the control group, and thus the results will be presented qualita-
tively instead. Three of the patients’ mean ratings of irrelevant
items were �3.9 (CP1, CP2, and P1). However, the mean rating
of CP2 and P1 were still �3.5, and thus close to 4. CP1 had a mean
rating of 3.1, and thus demonstrates the greatest deviation from
control group performance.

Differences in ratings of current schema stimuli and previous
schema lures within each case were compared with those differ-
ences in the control group using the RSDT by Crawford and
Garthwaite (2005). Again, considering the significantly skewed
distribution of ratings of current schema stimuli in the control
group, a significance threshold of p � 0.02 was used for these
comparisons. None of the nonconfabulating ACoA patients dif-
fered from the healthy control group on this measure. However,
CP1 (t(11) � 4.035, p � 0.001), CP2 (t(11) � 2.477, p � 0.015), and
CP4 (t(11) � 2.540, p � 0.014) had significantly more similar
ratings for current schema stimuli and previous schema lures
than did the control group.

Discussion
This study provides the first demonstration that vmPFC damage,
when associated with confabulation, leads to significant impair-
ments in processing schema-related information even when
memory is not tested. ACoA patients with present or former
confabulation were generally impaired on fundamental level
schema processing and in rejecting prior schema lures when min-
imal construction effort and no episodic memory demands were
present. Nonconfabulating ACoA patients performed compara-
bly to healthy controls, with high accuracy and similar reaction
time profiles.

Previous studies that implicated the vmPFC in schema effects
on memory did not examine its role in schema processing itself.
Neuroimaging memory studies examined vmPFC contributions
to encoding (van Kesteren et al., 2010; Tse et al., 2011; Kumaran,
2013), retrieval (Wang et al., 2012), inference (Zeithamova and
Preston, 2010), and decision making (Kumaran et al., 2009). Rat
lesion studies found that the mPFC is critical for schema-
facilitated memory formation (Tse et al., 2011). We show here
that the human vmPFC not only participates in mediation of schema
effects on memory, but also that under certain conditions vmPFC
lesions can lead to core impairment in schema processing.

Two alternative mechanisms may underlie this core, schema-
processing impairment. It could be that vmPFC damage leads to
a more nebulous schema structure; that is, schema-related con-
cepts are not well differentiated from unrelated concepts with
respect to the strength of association between them (cf. idea of
Shallice and Cooper (2012) for latching across attractor memory
basins). The vmPFC could act as a hub binding together schema-
related concepts, similar to the role proposed for the anterior

Figure 7. Reaction time comparisons across stimulus types in Part 2. A, Irrelevant vs previous
schema old lures, B, Irrelevant vs previous schema new lures, C, Previous schema old vs. new
lures. Stars indicate a patient whose difference between reaction times is significantly different
from that of the healthy control group ( p � 0.02). An “x” represents the mean of the control
group, whereas each diamond represents a nonconfabulating ACoA patient, and each black
square represents a confabulating patient. Error bars indicate SEM. The dotted lines represent
the trend line of the healthy control group. “P2” indicates Part 2 of the task.
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temporal lobe in conceptual representations (Patterson et al.,
2007) and the hippocampus in episodic memory. This would
explain why those patients demonstrating deficient schema pro-
cessing exhibited longer reaction times both when responding to

items that should be included in the
schema and to items that should be ex-
cluded (Fig. 6). It may also account for the
finding that the relationship between
stimulus type and reaction time to reject
an item differed between the confabulat-
ing vmPFC patients and the control group
(Fig. 7). Furthermore, this “nebulous
schema” interpretation is also consistent
with findings that the vmPFC participates
in integration of new information into ex-
isting schemas (van Kesteren et al., 2010,
2012; Tse et al., 2011).

A second alternative is that the vmPFC
critically supports inhibitory processes
that help constrain the instantiation of
schemas to include relevant concepts
only. Schema representations were vul-
nerable to inclusion of concepts from a
related, but inappropriate, schema. By
that account, elongated response times in
accepting schema-relevant concepts in
Part 1 may reflect difficulty distinguishing
related concepts from potential lures.
Similar mechanisms have previously been
proposed in other conceptual domains,
for example in refractory access dysphasia
(Crutch and Warrington, 2005). The rat-
ings data also more strongly support this
inhibitory alternative than the nebulous
schema interpretation. All ACoA patients,
confabulating patients included, were
able to appropriately rate current schema
items as highly related to the current
schema, whereas only confabulating pa-
tients were more inclusive, rating lures as
more related than did the healthy controls
(Fig. 10). Deficient suppression of irrele-
vant schemas is also congruent with
Schnider’s proposal (Schnider et al., 2002;
Schnider, 2008) that vmPFC neurons sup-
press the influence of currently irrelevant
thought on memory and behavior.

Inhibitory deficits could present a
mechanism for the proposal that vmPFC
lesions result in failure to automatically
monitor and detect erroneous memories
(Moscovitch and Winocur, 2002; Gilboa
et al., 2006). Plausibility of candidate
memories are verified against existing
schemas (Gilboa, 2004); failure to inhibit
irrelevant schemas following vmPFC
damage could result in highly inclusive
templates at monitoring and lead to ac-
ceptance of erroneous memories.

Importantly, the link between vmPFC
damage and impaired schema processing
is not obligatory. Most vmPFC patients
demonstrated schema processing compa-

rable to healthy controls; only patients with current or previous
confabulation were significantly impaired. This may reflect a lack
of sensitivity of our task, as healthy controls were at ceiling on
several measures and perhaps milder forms of schema instantia-

Figure 8. Task accuracy. A depicts reaction time performance of patients with present or former confabulation, whereas B
depicts reaction time performance of nonconfabulating ACoA patients. An “x” represents the mean accuracy of the healthy control
group. Error bars represent SEM. Asterisks indicate a patient whose accuracy differs significantly from that of the healthy control
group ( p � 0.02). Note that performance on irrelevant words was analyzed qualitatively, and not statistically, due to extreme
ceiling effects.
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tion deficits in nonconfabulating vmPFC
patients could not be observed. Alternatively,
it could be that there is a true functional dis-
sociation related to confabulatory status
and different schema functions, as dis-
cussed below.

The manner in which vmPFC mediates
schema reinstatement may differ from the
way it mediates the influence of schemas
on memory and decisions, where only the
latter has been the subject of prior studies
in this area (Kumaran et al., 2009; van
Kesteren et al., 2010; Tse et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2012; Kumaran, 2013). In
prior studies, vmPFC lesions have been
found paradoxically to reduce susceptibil-
ity to conceptual, gist-induced memory
intrusions using the Deese–Roediger–M-
cDermott memory paradigm. This was
demonstrated in patients with memory
impairment and confabulation (Melo et
al., 1999), and in those with preserved
memory function where confabulation is
not reported (Warren et al., 2014). Gist
and schema share important attributes
(e.g., associative network structure) but
also differ on important dimensions (e.g.,
gist memory is extracted from a single, not
multiple episodes, and its components are
specific rather than general details; Ghosh
and Gilboa, 2014). Nonetheless, it is pos-
sible that the nonconfabulating ACoA patients who were capable
of representing a schema in the present experiment would be
impaired when applying their schemas to facilitate memory ac-
quisition or retrieval. A related interpretation is that damage to
the vmPFC, with or without confabulation, impairs the ability to
extract gist-based or schema-based information from exemplars.
This is consistent with the finding by Gilboa et al. (2006) that
both confabulating and nonconfabulating ACoA patients dem-
onstrate difficulty distinguishing between targets and same-
category lures. However, only confabulating patients produced
bizarre intrusions when repeating fairy tales, presumably failing
to exclude irrelevant information activated by a general fairy tale
or story-telling schema.

Confabulation is the primary memory disorder that arises fol-
lowing vmPFC damage (Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2002; Schnider,
2003; Turner et al., 2008) and tight links between schema and
confabulation have been previously suggested (Burgess and Shal-
lice, 1996; Gilboa et al., 2006, 2009). It is currently unknown why
some patients with vmPFC damage confabulate, and others do
not. Although vmPFC damage appears to be necessary for con-
fabulation and schema deficits, additional damage not evident on
neuroimaging, perhaps due to hydrocephalus or vasospasm, may
also contribute or be required. Thus, although damage to sub-
genual vmPFC appears to be necessary for confabulation
(Schnider, 2003; Gilboa et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2008), other
factors may play modulating roles, including damage to white
matter or other anterior limbic system structures (Schnider,
2003), as well as dynamic factors, such as metabolic disruptions
(Box et al., 1999) or neurocognitive compensatory processes
(Gilboa, 2010). Either way, the neuroanatomical and neurofunc-
tional determinants of confabulation appear closely related to
those that mediate the relationship between subgenual vmPFC

and core schema processing. Accordingly, the same issues in in-
terpreting structure–function relationships that have been docu-
mented in the previous literature pertaining to confabulation
apply to these new findings on vmPFC implication in schema
function.

Further corroborating the relationship between the anatomi-
cal determinants of confabulation and schema processing, the
patients’ degree of confabulation was associated with their degree
of difficulty excluding items from their schemas. The patient
demonstrating the most severe confabulation (CP1), made the
greatest number of lure-exclusion errors, whereas CP3, with only
a history of confabulation, performed with high accuracy. CP2
and CP4 fell between these two patients both in terms of degree of
confabulation as quantified by the Crovitz cue-word test, and in
terms of schema lure accuracy. Interestingly, CP3’s high accuracy
came at a cost of extremely long reaction times, suggesting he
used effortful compensatory strategies that may also support his
recovered ability to verify erroneous memories or avoid report-
ing them (Gilboa, 2010).

The vmPFC is heterogeneous, comprising distinct limbic and
cortical components with complex connectivity and interactions
with distinct neural systems (Barbas, 2007). It may have a dual
role, both in constraining schema instantiation and in mediating
schema effects on ongoing memory processing. The vmPFC’s
connections to the hippocampus and other limbic system struc-
tures may be key to its contribution to memory formation and
systems consolidation (Nieuwenhuis and Takashima, 2011; van
Kesteren et al., 2012). Conversely, it may support constrained
instantiation of context-relevant schemas by biasing posterior
neocortical representation through its connections with high-
order association cortices (Gilboa et al., 2009; van Kesteren et al.,
2012). The vmPFC exerts early top-down modulation of higher

Figure 9. Relation of reaction time to percentage accuracy for previous schema words in Part 2. Error bars represent SEM.
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order perceptual cortices that biases processing of environmental
stimuli based on long-term contextual representations (Bar et al.,
2006). Moreover, a combined lesion-electrophysiological study
demonstrated that vmPFC lesions interfere with a very early pos-
terior neocortical electrophysiological signature (N170) involved
in remote memory for faces, and alter the ability to rapidly bias
posterior neocortical long-term representations in the service of
memory decisions (Gilboa et al., 2009). Such mechanisms may
underlie the activation and selection of appropriate schemas
that serve as templates during memory construction and
reconstruction.

In conclusion, damage to the subgenual vmPFC produces def-
icits in constraining schema instantiation to only include relevant
concepts under certain conditions. Specifically, difficulty in re-
stricting schema flexibility in patients with vmPFC lesions is as-
sociated with a greater tendency to confabulate.
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